Introduction 1
As George Puttenham tells us in his Arte of English Poesie, Henry VIII was a man drawn to poetic expression, even spontaneously so.
2 Intended in part to illustrate the principle of decorum in poetic ornament, Puttenham recounts an interaction between Sir Andrew Flamock, standard-bearer to the king, and the king himself as they were on a barge passing from Westminster to Greenwich to visit "a fayre Lady whom the king loued and was lodged in the tower of the Parke." The story continues:
the king comming within sight of the tower, and being disposed to be merry, said, Flamock let vs rime: as well as I can said Flamock if it please your grace. The king began thus:
Within this towre, There lieth a flower,
That hath my hart Flamock for aunswer:
Within this hower she will, &c. with the rest in so vncleanly termes, as might not now become me by the rule of Decorum to vtter writing to so great a Maiestie, but the king tooke them in so euill part, as he bid Flamock . . . that he should no more be so neere vnto him. to something well known in the sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, but less so today: Henry's literary pursuits, and particularly his love of lyrics as a writer, a composer, and a performer.
Henry as Author: Models and Texts
To one approaching the early Renaissance by way of the literary canon alone, it might seem out of place to consider Henry VIII as an author, or even to consider that a monarch such as Henry chose to occupy himself with writing. Yet it is not in the least odd that Henry wrote. Tutors such as the humanist literati John Skelton, who would later become Henry's Orator regius, and likely Bernard André, the continentally trained Latin secretary and historiographer to Henry VII who acted also as Prince Arthur's tutor, would have instilled in Henry a respect for literature. Even without the respect for literary arts that such an education would foster, a young Prince Henry could hardly have been unaware of the value of writing, be it of a literary or a more humanistic nature. This was, after all, an age beginning to fashion notions of "the literate courtier" that would crystallize in some leading figures of Henry VIII's later court, among them Henry himself, Francis Bryan, and Thomas Wyatt, as well as Thomas and Henry Howard (Earl of Surrey). 4 If we are to believe Erasmus, Henry began his literary patronage as an eight-year-old in the summer of 1499, and, therefore, was already at this time aware of the role of the writer in the early Tudor court, and also of the reputation of the continental humanist who reports Henry's earliest beneficence. 5 At this time he may also have been aware of the nobility preceding him that had a penchant for the literary. To name an exemplary few, 6 Richard I is known to have lived in the courts of Provence during the last years of his father's reign and practiced their poetic arts, doing so as part of the polite behavior in that court; 7 Edward II wrote a lamentation in verse; 8 to Henry V is attributed a composition as well, preserved in the Old Hall MS, 9 and to Henry VI "Kingdomes are bote cares," a proverbial poem on the nature of worldly vanity. 10 Closer to Henry's immediate experience-and bearing in mind that his father, though a reasonable patron, did not himself devote time to such matters-his own mother, Elizabeth of York, is generally acknowledged as the author of the love lyric "My heart is set upon a lusty pin," 11 and a lament is ascribed to her as well. 12 Henry's grandmother, Margaret of Beaufort, who was placed in charge of the young Prince's education and thus became Skelton's employer, herself translated part of the Imitatio Christi. 13 Margaret of Austria, with whom Henry's father had considered marriage (around approximately 1505 and later), also wrote many lyrics.
14 Moreover, Henry's first wife, Katherine of Aragon, appears also to have participated in courtly poetic exchanges. 15 Truly, Henry had many good models of literary virtues, or models that he would also ensure for his own offspring, who would in turn participate in literary activities of their own. Most notable of writers among Henry's children are Edward VI-to whom is attributed a poem in Edward Foxe's Actes and Monuments, a chronicle, and a comedy entitled The Whore of Babylon, the latter now lost 16 -and Elizabeth I, whose lyrics number enough to comprise a collection and whose other works, including translations of a humanist nature, 17 are enough to attest to an astute literary and humanistic sensibility, as well as to warrant praise for such efforts by Puttenham. 18 In such a context, Henry's literary efforts seem far less anomalous. However, considering Henry's own aversion to writing-an act, as he stated to Wolsey, that he found somewhat "tedius and paynefull" 19 -Henry's literary output appears quite outstanding for one in his position; it would be surpassed only by James VI of Scotland (James I of England), who himself might have looked to Henry's exemplary participation in literary culture. 20 While Henry did not write a notable work of literary criticism as James did, to Henry's chief credit as author is his tract written in answer to Martin Luther's On the Babylonian Captivity (1520), the Assertio septem sacramentorum aduersus M. Lutherum (1521), a work that would earn him the title "Defender of the Faith" from Pope Leo X. Other activities of note include Henry's participation in the revision of the Bishop's Book (The Institution of a Christen Man, 1537), wherein he wrote the preface to what would then become known as the King's Book (A Necessary Doctrine and Erudicion for any Chrysten Man, 1543). He supervised the production of, and wrote a foreword to, the Church of England's Book of Hours (The Primer . . . Set Foorth by the Kynges Maiestie and his Clergie to be Taught Learned, and Read, 1545); composed a number of love letters documenting aspects of his early relationship with Anne Boleyn 21 ; conceived of and wrote the challenge for the tournament of 1511 to celebrate the birth of a male heir, and he is known to have written considerable marginalia in his own books. 22 He was also an avid composer: Henry set at least two masses, wrote the music for a masque, and composed the devotional motet "Quam pulchra es" and an anthem still used occasionally in services today, "O Lord, The Maker of All Things" (from the Book of Hours). 23 He is also reported to have authored a tragedy dealing with the fall of Anne Boleyn, 24 a book justifying his divorce from Katherine of Aragon ( perhaps A Glasse of the Truthe of 1530 or Henricus Octavus of 1529), 25 several shorter poems (known by their incipits, "The eagles force subdues each bird that flyes" and "Blush not fayer nimphe"), and what has been described as a "book of sonnets" commemorating his loves. 26 Authorial Evidence and Ascription to Henry VIII: A "Book of Sonnets" and Two Poems
The book of sonnets-first mentioned as such in 1824 by Thomas Warton in his History of English Poetry 27 and echoed later by others-is what is now known as the Henry VIII MS, British Library Additional MS 31922 (referred to below in folio references as H ). It came into the possession of the British Museum, via the firm of Quaritch, from the collection of Lord Eglinton (through his son-in-law, Sir Charles M. Lamb), in whose possession both Warton and Sarah Brooks place it. Though it contains works by members of Henry's court in addition to his own, it is the single largest gathering of Henry's lyrical works-fifteen consisting of more than an incipit, with an overall total of thirty-three ascriptionsand contains the only extant poetic works which can be reasonably attributed to Henry. This attribution is revealed, most prominently, through typical patterns of ascription for the work of that one figure who exerts a dominating presence in the manuscript and the world it reflects. When other composers' names are given at all, attribution appears following the music and verse of each piece. 28 In contrast, in the case of pieces attributed to Henry VIII, attribution to "The Kynge H. VIII." (as on 14v) is centered at the top of the leaf on which each piece begins.
29 Such a pattern of ascription draws attention to itself and sets Henry's works apart from that of others collected in the manuscript.
It is more than ascription alone that separates Henry's works from the others. As a group of compositions, they reflect a musical ability of lesser stature than the court composers represented in the manuscript; from the perspective of the musicologist, David Fallows notes that many of them are "shallow efforts."
30 With reference to the lyrical texts alone, we may note that many ascribed to Henry share common views on specific subjects and, notably, a similar tone. Chiefly, Henry's lyrics are pieces in which the speaker has a greater individuality than that typically expected in works of this time, and certainly greater than that in any other in the manuscript. In a manuscript containing many works that served impersonal functions-such as state occasions, entertainments, and jousts-Henry's are more personal in nature. In them, the speaker, in the role of lover, addresses his lady directly in "Alas what shall I do for love" (H 20v-21r) and "Withowt dyscord" (H 68v -69r), and pays heed to her reply in "Grene growith the holy" (H 37v-38r) and "Wherto shuld I expresse" (H 51v-52r). Such works make frequent use of the first-person voice and while this method of direct address is common in lyrics in which the speaker adopts a part-the lover, the forester, and others are common in works of this period-what is unusual is an attribute unique to Henry's lyrics: the individual who makes proclamations about the rights of courtly love. In works such as "The tyme of youthe is to be spent" (H 28v -29r), "Whoso that wyll all feattes optayne" (H 39r), "If love now reynyd as it hath bene" (H 48v-49r), "Thow that men do call it dotage" (H 55v-56r), "Whoso that wyll for grace sew" (H 84v -85r), and "Lusti yough shuld vs ensue" (H 94v-97r), the speaker presents himself as one of the nobility 31 and employs a self-justifying tone when proclaiming chivalric doctrine in a manner for which there is no clear English precedent.
32 Such a precedent, however, was set by Margaret of Austria, regent of the Netherlands and ruler of the Burgundian "court of love" with which Henry had much contact 33 and whose motto is reflected in the line "gruche who lust but none denye" ("Pastyme with good companye" [H 14v-15r] l.3).
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Internal evidence such as this, however, is only tangentially suggestive unless one considers the courtly context in which these lyrics were presented. Henry was given to public performance of song, not just alone and unaccompanied, but also with courtiers such as Peter Carew and with members of his Chapel. 35 This public aspect of his works fostered a strong contemporary identification of Henry with his widely disseminated lyric "Pastyme with good companye," also known as early as 1509 as "The Kynges Ballade" (in the Ritson Manuscript dated approximately 1510). The anonymous drama Youth (of roughly 1514) employs Henry's lyrics, specifically those presenting his persona of youthful lover (given exemplification in other courtly entertainments as well) and identifying him with the interlude's protagonist. 36 Identification of Henry with the singular, noble, and self-consciously youthful speaker of the lyrics testifies to his authorship, and the element of proclamation contained in the poems becomes less awkward when (as with the works of Margaret of Austria) one considers that they are the product not of a court poet but of a monarch. The point of such identification is perhaps made nowhere clearer than in the concluding lines of "If love now reynyd as it hath bene" (H 48v-49r), which put forward an ambiguous riddle-"To louers I put now suer this cace: / which of ther loues doth gett them grace" (ll.11 -12)-to which a fitting answer is "Henry VIII." The riddle itself evokes a court of love in which (as in other works by Henry) the suitor sues for grace from the reigning regent. While Henry is not Venus, nor the object of the lover's pursuit, the court of love in which Henry, the performer, plays the part of one who issues edicts of chivalric doctrine recalls immediately the head of the actual court. 37 The music that accompanies Henry's lyrics, like that of Thomas Wyatt, does bear witness to processes of authorized adaptation 38 -suggesting also his participation in the milieu of the lyric as something of a troubadour-but Henry's English texts do not appear to be part of the tradition of adaptation and re-adaptation out of which many of the lyrics in Henry VIII MS have come. They appear, rather, to have a history akin to those occasional pieces represented in the manuscript; 39 that is, as with the lyrics that reflect events specific to the court, they have their first appearance in this manuscript and, in all but exceptional cases, they have little currency beyond. One such exception is the widely disseminated "Pastyme with good companye" (Figure 1 ), which appeared first in the Ritson Manuscript around 1510 and which had resonance in courtly circles for the next several decades. Specific instances of this resonance, however, clearly identify Henry as the lyric's author.
Two other poems ascribed to Henry can be effectively removed from Henry's poetic canon on the grounds that both lack evidence of his authorship. "Blush not fayer nimphe," the first of these, is not listed in any catalog of Renaissance verse in print or manuscript form and has no resonance in any later literature. It appears solely in a book of prayers owned by Queen Katherine Parr on the recto of a page used for book binding ( just before the title page; Figure 2 The poem was transcribed-save for the penultimate line which contains several illegible words-and the script identified as Henry's own by E. Charlton in 1850; this transcription and attribution would be repeated just after the turn of the century by Lady Mary Trefusis in her collection of Songs, Ballads, and Instrumental Pieces Composed by King Henry VIII.
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As a poem, it appears that it may be quite personally and, perhaps, contextually bound. It is scrawled in an area of a book typically reserved for indications of ownership, dedications, and other personal writings, and the book's owner was the wife of the alleged author-a bibliophile, patron, and writer herself. Considering the approximate date of the volume's binding (after 1541), the nature of the work in which it appears, its title ("Respect"), the poet's encouragement of the lady to "set doughts asyed," and its double declaration that she now is free from his suspicion, one might suppose that it reflects events of 1545 when Katharine, because of her religious beliefs, was the object of a movement against her led by Archbishop Cranmer. A book of sermons with such an ascription would be a fitting present to indicate Henry's own process of atonement with his wife after the movement was ultimately put down. 43 Such a poetic situation is dependent upon the poem being written in Henry's own hand, for there are no other indications of his authorship in the work; however, while in a secretarial script which can be roughly placed at 1540 -70, the hand is quite different from what is extant of Henry's writings and likely belongs to another person in Katherine Parr's circle of the 1540s. 44 Without confirmation of Henry's hand, attribution to him has very little supporting evidence, though the circumstances are suggestive and plausible.
The second of these two poems, "The eagles force subdues each bird that flyes," was attributed to Henry by John Harrington in a letter dated 1609 and addressed to King James I's eldest son Prince Henry. Harrington discusses and reprints a special verse of King Henry the Eight, when he conceived love for Anna Bulleign. And hereof I entertain no doubt of the Author, for, if I had no better reason than the rhyme, it were sufficient to think that no other than suche a King coud write suche a sonnet; but of this my father oft gave me good assurance, who was in his houshold. This sonnet was sunge to the Lady Ann at his commaundment, and here followeth: THE eagle's force subdues eache byrd that flyes; What metal can resyst the flaminge fyre? Dothe not the sunne dazle the cleareste eyes, And melt the ice, and make the froste retyre? The hardest stones are peircede thro wyth tools; The wysest are, with Princes, made but fools. 45 These lines, which are included set to music in William Byrd's Psalmes, Songs, and Sonnets (1611; B1r), 46 appear also in A Mirror for Magistrates (1563) as lines 85 -91 of Thomas Churchyard's "Shore's Wife," where the verse is spoken by Shore's wife, a concubine to Edward IV who has been spoiled by Richard III and is forced to do penance. 47 The lines appear as part of a moral exemplum and seem quite unlike that which might result from the budding love of a monarch and a noblewomanthough their situation in such a place by Harrington is not unusual and fits a pattern of association (and ascription) for the group of poems associated with Henry VIII that lasts to this day.
Henry's Lyrics, Their Contexts, and the Realms of Their Interpretation
While spurious, these two poems present valuable minor studies in themselves, for they serve to illustrate the parameters of interpretation typically and traditionally allowed Henry's poetic efforts: that is, the process of their attribution helps exemplify one vein of critical engagement given Henry's works since the time of their authorship. Notably, these interpretive traditions suggest the idea of a "poetic situation."
In the case of "Respect," the location of the verses in the book of sermons suggests that it-a statement of affirmation-along with the book may, perhaps, serve as an apology; even if not exactly this, we can at least acknowledge that such a poetic expression is something given by one familiar to another, with a specific intent in mind. The aspect of poetic situation is also integral to Harrington's attribution of "The eagle's force": Harrington, on the evidence of the words of his father, who may have witnessed such events and also was able to testify to Henry's lyrical abilities, suggests a performance of Henry's lyric to Anne Boleyn, intended to woo.
Such poetic situations are suggested in engagements of Henry's actual poetic work as well. In a nineteenth-century description of the Henry VIII MS by William Chappell, Henry's lyrics are critically approached as straightforward love songs and statements of personal character. In his article discussing the lyrics Chappell notes that though Henry "was professing love for the Queen [Katherine of Aragon] . . . in his songs," he promises future, not present, self-denial of the pleasures of his age and status. 48 In the eighth chapter of his novel Here Comes the King, Philip Lindsay associates Henry's proclamation of unwavering devotion in the second stanza of his "Grene growith the holy" (H 37v-38r) with his relationship with his fifth wife, Katherine Howard I found myself sighing deeply tonight as I walked along and I thought of an old song written three hundred years ago by the English King Henry VIII-a brutal and lustful king. The song is so sweet and fresh and seems to have come from such a simple grieving heart that I send it to you, hoping it may please you. It is strange from what muddy pools the angels call forth a spirit of beauty. The words express very delicately and musically the vague and tired loneliness which I feel. 50 The lyric to which he refers, "A the syghes that cum fro my hart" (H 32v -33r), was, in fact, set by William Cornysh, leader of Henry's Chapel Royal, and not Henry. 51 Nonetheless, Joyce's empathy with the mood of the work is notable, and the personal situation into which he brings it reflects the one in which Henry's poems are often seen.
Nowhere are the situational parameters of Henry's lyrics better demonstrated than in their first critical engagement in a purely literary context, that of Sarah Brooks's "Some Predecessors of Spenser."
Referring to the verses of Thomas Wyatt's "Forget not yet the tried intent" as it relates to the author's relationship with Anne Boleyn, Brooks comments on "Old bluff Hal's wooing verses" and, following a passing reference to and quotation of "The eagle's force," she continues: "But that the King spread his claws with some pretension to literary neatness is evident from his book of sonnets . . . commemorating the loves of this royal butcher." 52 The harsh, stereotypical view of Henry as a royal butcher aside, Brooks's views of 1889 share much with popular sentiments held to this day. The lyrics, such sentiments contend, are to be viewed as having intimate and, perhaps, romantic overtones. The recent entry on Henry in the Dictionary of Literary Biography urges, similarly, consideration of the personal elements of Henry's works through the context of their intended delivery. These were performances of the sort that C. S. Lewis suggested for early Tudor lyrics as a whole (mainly some of Wyatt's verses), that is, in a coterie "with many ladies present." 53 To this model of poetic interchange, we might add the expansion offered by A. C. Spearing that it is the personal blush of recognition that becomes the center of the literary experience. 54 Contrary to this tradition, however, it is important to note that Henry's lyrics do not specifically commemorate his loves-and certainly not his later ones. If that were the case, we could truly engage them in the manner suggested by the more popular perceptions of Henry and his poetic works. In this imaginative critical lens, then, we might have Henry giving voice to his undying love for Anne Boleyn, wooing her during the time in which his councilors were working through the details of his divorce from Katherine of Aragon; we, as contemporary audience, would have the dark pleasure, perhaps, of hearing (and knowing) the irony in such words as "Now vnto my lady / promyse to her I make. / Ffrome all other only / to her. I me betake" ("Grene growith the holy" [H 37v-38r] ll. [13] [14] [15] [16] . Then, perhaps, we might view him doing the same with his next wife, while orchestrating the trial of Anne Boleyn and the arrest of Wyatt, and so on. But such interpretations, in the case of these lyrics, are less plausible because the lyrics belong to a situation quite different from that suggested by traditional assumptions.
Several misunderstandings inform what may be called the "traditional" view of Henry's lyrics, and these are not so much misconceptions as they are transpositions of assumptions which hold up well with poetry of a kind other than Henry's. Before embarking upon a discussion of the proper context for the interpretation of Henry's poems, however, the issue of their date should be reviewed, for their temporal placement can clear up some misunderstandings.
The date of Henry's lyrical works can be set with some accuracy to be quite early in his reign. While the compilation and binding of Henry VIII MS itself took place after mid-1522, Henry's works therein are more suggestive of the first few years of his reign. 55 Some lyrics, such as "Pastyme with good companye," date from the first two years of his reign-a time during which, as Edward Hall says of the court's progress to Windsor in the second year of his rule, Henry was "exercisying hym self daily in shotyng, singing, daunsyng, wrastelyng, casting of the barre, plaiyng at the recorder, flute, virginals, and in setting of songes, [and] makyng of balettes."
56 "Pastyme with good companye" itself appears twice in the Ritson Manuscript, where it is given the title "The Kynges Ballade" (141v). The majority of the lyrics appear to have been completed prior to 1514, such that the character Youth, in the interlude of the same name (dated roughly 1513 -14), is able to echo several lines and sentiments. 57 During these early years, the young monarch, skillful himself with many instruments, often played and sang in public. 58 His enthusiasm for courtly and popular song, and the populace's general knowledge of his love for song itself, would last throughout the time of his rule and beyond into the early seventeenth century, as evidenced by Thomas Ravenscroft's 1609 publication of a book of freemen's (also called "three-men's") songs, the subtitle of which, K[ing] H[enry's] Mirth, is an explicit reference to Henry's pleasure in them. 59 Though the lyrics and Henry's reputation as lyricist would last for some time, the early date of these poems dispels notions of their being love poems referring to specific romantic situations in his later life.
So, too, should the condition of their production and performance dispel, in a large part, the urge to consider his lyrics as "little poems" written to Katherine of Aragon, "sonnets to his lady loves," or anything resembling a commemoration of Henry's amours. Issues of production and performance of the lyrics in Henry VIII MS are closely related, as John Stevens demonstrated some years ago. 60 The lyrics of the manuscript are secular and public in nature, documenting one aspect of an active and youthful court's sense of contemporary politics and culture. Henry's poems, chiefly in the courtly love tradition, draw freely on its models and motives, and take their place in the public sphere of activities surrounding the king. But we tend to discount their place in the public life of the early Tudor court and, instead, relegate the lyrics to the more private critical domain in which we view Thomas Wyatt.
A much more prominent poet today than Henry, Wyatt would inherit and expertly interpret aspects of this tradition several decades later, but Wyatt's engagement of it comes from a very different perspective than Henry's. Chiefly working in the milieu of the coterie-the same literary coterie in which those related to the Devonshire Manuscript operated, among them Thomas Howard, Anne Boleyn, Mary Shelton, Mary (Howard) Fitzroy, and Henry's illegitimate son, Henry Fitzroy 61 -Wyatt's verse reflects the personality of the early Tudor lyric accentuated by C. S. Lewis and Spearing, and also Wyatt's own position in society. His lyrics, therefore, are inherently more personal in nature, with anticipated audiences and performance situations as intimate as the circle in which he wrote. His love poems-those both espousing and despairing love-can rightly be interpreted within the context suggested by the coterie. "My lute awake," present in both the Devonshire and Egerton manuscripts, is often taken to be exemplary of this tradition. The situation constructed by the poem is of a lyricist, his lute, and his former lover (often construed, rightly or wrongly, to be Anne Boleyn); he sings alternately to his lute, and to his lover, about his relationship with her.
Worth consideration also is the nature of the references employed in Wyatt's verses. His lyric "If yt ware not" 62 illustrates the degree of topicality one can expect of a work in the milieu in which Wyatt lived. This poem appears only in the Devonshire Manuscript and is especially notable because of its echoing of the third line from Henry's lyric "Pastyme with good companye" (H 14v -15r)-"gruche who lust but none denye"-a defiant statement which has been paraphrased as "let grudge whosoever will, none shall refuse (it to me)." 63 This line has its root in the Burgundian "court of love" presided over by Margaret of Austria, who employed the motto "Groigne qui groigne et vive Burgoigne." 64 Anne Boleyn, prior to 21 December 1530, had adopted a motto that echoed both Henry's line and that of the Burgundian court. Embroidered on her servants' liveries was "Ainsi sera, groigne qui groigne," which approximates in English, "What will be, will be, grumble who may." 65 The first line of the burden to Wyatt's lyric is "Grudge on who liste, this ys my lott," and the matter of the poem itself-a woman's address to a male lover in reference to her marriage to another manprovides a plausible gloss on the situation existing at this time between himself, Boleyn, and Henry VIII. 66 Following the established tradition of interpretation for Henry's lyrics, one critic has noted that "the King's poem contains a veiled reference to the relationship between Anne and the King in the latter months of 1530" and that "Pastyme" was "surely meant as a reassuring reply to Anne that the King was determined to marry her." 67 However, such a relationship cannot exist because of the evidence dating each text, for "Pastyme" belongs to roughly 1510, some twenty years before Boleyn's use of the allusive motto. 68 A more plausible series of events is that Boleyn's motto, intended to echo Henry's very popular lyric 69 and the defiant spirit of the Burgundian motto (which itself urges reminiscence of a shared past held by Henry and Anne at the Burgundian court), 70 was adopted by Wyatt. By echoing elements of both Anne's and Henry's statements, he is able to situate his work in terms suitable for his coterie-in this case, that of the Devonshire Manuscript aloneand to document explicitly and privately his own sorry place in this confusing love triangle.
Such a technique, common to Wyatt, appears not to have been employed by Henry, in large part because for a monarch the idea of poetic milieu by necessity of social position would be much different. While the courtier Wyatt, in a work whose topical reference would be known to the few of his poetic coterie, could employ Henry's line to such an end, Henry's own use is, like much of his verse, much less topical, betraying in this instance what would have been a very publicly known admiration of (and acknowledged cultural debt to) the court from which the motto originated. In his lyrics, Wyatt might have performed for his lover and his coterie, but Henry performed for the whole court, accompanied by at least two other singers (as evinced by the settings in Henry VIII MS)-a point which must be kept in mind, even though lyrical works such as his "Grene growith the holy" (H 37v-38r) and "Wherto shuld I expresse" (H 51v-52r) may suggest at times an intimacy of sorts. Henry's poetic performances were, thus, public, whether given to groups that included ambassadorial retinues or the comparatively smaller group of Henry's personal entourage (Figure 3) 
.
Even when performing later in life with his courtier Peter Carew, for the pleasure of Katherine Parr and her ward Princess Elizabeth, that audience would include the court and entourage of each. 72 Best shown by the appearance of "Pastyme with good companye" in early Tudor song books more often than any other lyric, 73 its mention first in the list of shepherd's songs in The Complaynt of Scotlande and its appearance later in a popular moralized version, 74 it is through the presentation and circulation in such a public arena that sentiments from Henry's lyrics could become identifiable targets for anti-court satire, 75 be incorporated into court-centered didactic works such as Thomas Elyot's Governour 76 and sermons of the day, 77 as well as become part of the historiographical record of the early court, along with the pageants, tournaments, and revels noted by Edward Hall in his chronicle. 78 Such a public audience, seen most clearly in the occasional pieces of the Henry VIII MS commemorating events such as the birth of a son in 1511 and the war with France in 1513, must also be seen as the context for even the most seemingly private of Henry's lyrics. The manuscript, we must remember, bears none of the signs of its operation in the coterie fashion of the Devonshire Manuscript (BL Add MS 17,492) most closely associated with Wyatt's work. It is a fine vellum manuscript, professionally copied, illuminated, and bound, and too large in size to be grouped with manuscripts of an authorial personality such as those of Wyatt. The manuscript also reveals no personal connection to the king himself. Rather, connection appears to be to the king's friend and comptroller Sir Henry Guildford, who played a large part as participant in and organizer of many of the public spectacles and revels of the early Tudor court. 79 Textually, and in terms of the poetic situation constructed by my example, Wyatt offers a sole voice as part of a larger poetic (and personal) exchange in works in the Devonshire Manuscript. Henry's lyrics are presented in a different manner. As a whole, they do not support as intimate a performance situation as Wyatt's, even those lyrics which may suggest tête-à-tête exposition. What is amplified by the textual evidence is the nonintimate situation in which the lyrics were performed. With little variation, Henry's lyrics were intended for performance as the type of song that he enjoyed singing, that is, freemen's, or threemen's, songs. In the Henry VIII MS, both lyrics and musical settings are for three and four voices. While this reflects the fact that the manuscript is musical as much as poetic, it is notable that most of Henry's lyrics are captured in the Henry VIII MS solely, a document that presents them in a form which suggests a public nature. 80 While an examination of the details of the Henry VIII MS assists in revealing a general strategy of interpretation that challenges the one traditionally held about Henry's lyrics, such a critical strategy arises also from the general situation of the lyrics, as with others written by authors of stature similar to Henry's. What makes it believable that Henry wrote lyrics at all suggests that such writing would be more public and generic than private and occasional. What I am speaking of here is the literary and the related musical traditions of the early Tudor court. Such traditions tend to be performance oriented, and royal performances (recitations, singing, instrumentation, and so on) are well documented, particularly in the first two decades of the sixteenth century, with respect to the heir to Henry VII's throne, and after 1509, to the new king himself. Lyrics such as those written by Henry-and songs such as those performed, as we know from the reports of foreign ambassadors-are quite usual in this context, as exemplified further by the lyric written by Henry's mother, by those written at the Burgundian court by Margaret of Austria, and by those written at the French court by the young Francis I.
Youth and Age, Lover and Disdainer: Poetic Discourses and Royal Power in Henry's Lyrics
The element of public spectacle is especially evident when the lyrics are considered in the context of the life of Henry's early court, for many of the activities of the early Tudor court appear to have been fashioned around a "personal discourse" of Henry-as Youth and (courtly) Lover, poetic personae which are seen quite clearly in the lyrics of the Henry VIII MS. Appropriate to the mood of the court at the date of the manuscript, Henry's lyrics reflect a predominantly lively and happy court; they avoid devotional subjects and focus primarily on topics of love and youth. 81 In the environment of a court that found him young, and in literary works which suggested the lusty age of Henry when a prince and young monarch, 82 Henry appears to have fashioned himself in his lyrics as the youth and lover others perceived him to be. It is not surprising to find that love is a predominant topic of the songs, for love is the main theme of many lyrics of this sort, a theme also closely associated with youth. That love is the focus of a king's work is notable, and in the lyrics it appears to reflect Henry's keen interest in the chivalric tradition during the first few years of his reign. " [F] eates of armes [done] for the loue of Ladies," 83 in which the king himself was a chief participant, marked his early court. He surrounded himself with tapestries depicting romance scenes and portraying Cupid and Venus. He jousted in honor of the queen, calling himself "Cure Loial," Sir Loyal Heart. 84 He appeared in a pageant celebrating the 1511 birth of a son again as "Cuer Loyall," alongside "Amoure Loyall" and others, with all participants, including himself, dressed in garb "embroudered full of H. & K. of golde." 85 Furthermore, in later events, he jousted on a horse whose decorations included "a harte of a manne wounded"-upon which was written "mon nauera" which Hall interprets as meaning "ell mon ceur a nauera, she hath wounded my harte"-and played the role of "Ardent Desire" in a masque. 86 Such events clearly portray the court's and, most of all, Henry's own active interest in pursuing courtly love in all the glamour and spectacle of the day. In such a context, Henry's lyrics can be seen to reflect the spirit of the court as a whole, and are part of the expression of a discourse represented in the manuscript but exemplified far beyond it.
While the discourse was something that Henry fashioned-in lyrical, dramatic, and other venues-and therefore may be seen to be personal, it is less personal when one considers that Henry's construction was shared openly and freely, played over several genres and media, with many different courtiers and visitors to court, and thus on a very public stage. Further, it is not something which should be seen to contain a great degree of individual exposition; that is, it is verse of a kind that is not intended to be deeply, personally revealing, though it may well be generally revealing.
To a significant degree, Henry's works fit very well within the panorama of courtly love poetry of the time. What is unique to his verse, however, is that which is unique to him, when considered in the context of other practitioners of similar verse. By this I refer to his gender, his age, and his social position. But it may be useful first to look at another monarchical figure and how similar lyrics are adapted to suit that figure's gender, age, and social position: Margaret of Austria, regent of the Netherlands, to whom Henry's own poetry owes a great debt. Roughly a decade older than Henry, her lyrics in the courtly love tradition reflect aspects of her person. Their authorial voice is clearly female, representing more one who is "served" in the game of courtly love than one who "serves." 87 Margaret's lyrics carry a tone of authority, in the sense of power connected with a regent, and they are prescriptive, for they seem to advise the young ladies sent to her court for grooming, like Anne Boleyn in 1513, on what courtly love is, how one should behave when involved in the game of courtly love, and how men can be deceitful in that game. Moreover, in pointing out the potential pitfalls of the game of courtly love for the young female lover, Margaret's lyrics construct just as much the figure of the untrue male lover as they do the ideal female lover.
Well versed in the cultural tradition of the Burgundians, Henry had reflected before 1510 the motto of Margaret in his "Pastyme with good companye." 88 In his French campaign of 1513, accompanied by his Chapel Royal, Henry and his courtiers would participate in games of courtly love with those in Margaret's court. 89 Moreover, his own lyrical presence in his writings seems to draw heavily on that adopted by Margaret as well, reflecting the view of the young male lover in much the same manner as she represents that of the female. The authorial voices in Henry's lyrics-the personae of the active youth and the ideal lover-represent different aspects of the one who serves in the game of courtly love and delights in such service. The voice of youth is that of Henry's actual age; the voice of the ideal male lover, closely related to that of youth, is the part Henry shapes for himself in the game of courtly love (in a fashion akin to that of Margaret); both, as mentioned earlier, are images he sought to cultivate in his early court in venues beyond that of the lyric. While Henry's lyrics do not describe the figure of the untrue male lover as Margaret's did, Henry's lyrics do add something more to the youth and ideal male lover: the figure of the aged "disdainer," to whom the apparently virtuous pursuits of youth must be justified and who hinders pursuits engaged in by true lovers. 90 Such personae and figures, as they emerge from Henry's lyrics, are quite suggestive. By adopting his personae of youth and the lover, Henry-as-author positions himself in a traditional poetic debate (that of youth and age) which he places within the context of a contemporary discourse of courtly love, one well accepted in his own court and beyond. Attention to Henry's poetic positioning, moreover, is the key to understanding the slim element of personal revelation that can now be retrieved from the lyrics.
The lyrics themselves appear unnatural in the context of today's conceptions of early Tudor courtly poetic production, models of which have been presented most recently and most popularly by those subscribing to historicist and materialist theoretical positions. Henry's lyrics do not on the surface appear to be the product of one seeking patronage nor court favor (a seemingly pointless task with which a king might occupy himself ), nor are they the product of a disaffected courtier: that is, they are the product of neither a prince-pleaser nor a subversive. When read in the context of the personae and figures adopted and engaged by Henry, however, as a group they take shape as part of an act of poetic self-justification, an address of the young lover that Henry really was at the time, to the aged disdainers (of whom there were many in Henry's early court according to extant documents) opposing his actions. 91 In the relationship of youth and age, it is youth who is subservient; in the relationship of the lover and the disdainer who thwarts the efforts of the lover, it is the lover who is subservient.
As Henry adopts these poetic personae, he also allows himself a voice capable of subversion, a voice in an artificial though well-accepted discourse through which aspects of reality can be discussed. While engaging topics of love and youthful pursuits, then, he also addresses elements of the world around him, in keeping with the accepted method of poetic representation practiced by Royal Orators Skelton and Hawes but more expertly exemplified in the later work of Wyatt. Though working in an accepted manner, Henry individualizes his lyrics and his poetic voice (of the relatively powerless youth and lover) by drawing upon his position as king in his poetic proclamations. Such is the case in "Though sum saith that yough rulyth me" (H 71v-73r) in which the burden to the lyric, intended to be repeated after the recitation of each stanza, echoes the royal motto "Dieu et mon droit" ("god and my right," l.3) and, in the penultimate line, identifies the speaker: "Thus sayth the king the .viii.th harry" (l. 19) . There is as well the riddle near the end of "If love now reynyd as it hath bene" (H 48v -49r; ll. [11] [12] [13] [14] which, in noting in the context of courtly love the power held by the person who is capable of begetting grace, gestures also toward the world of the political court, where grace is given chiefly by the king.
That Henry's lyrics were explicitly the words of the king is a point that his public audience obviously could not have missed. Such identification, as Peter Herman has commented, suggests that Henry's lyrics are an exemplary site at which poetry and politics converge, 92 especially when one considers the implications of regal participation in the activity of poetry, an activity held typically to be reserved for courtiers alone. In Henry's engagement in the debates between the figures of youth and age, and the lover and disdainer, he brings a political weight not typically available to the youth or the lover but only to the king, one who is truly in command of all subjects, including the disdainers.
Conclusion: Henry VIII's Place in Literary History
What emerges from this reading of Henry's lyrics is that the king, working in a public sphere and in a genre noted for its impersonality, displays elements of individuality, though not the same as popular culture and common scholarship have readily urged. In his attempts as a poet to address aspects of courtly reality through the fiction of courtly love and as a lyricist to work with texts and their settings in the fashion of the troubadour, Henry embraces long-standing traditions while he champions them in his own court; at the same time, he also anticipates poetic models that would later be more popularly exemplified in the works of Wyatt and the Earl of Surrey.
Without this precise context in mind, it has been noted that Henry was "the presiding genius of early Tudor literature" 93 -chiefly as a patron. This much is true, but what is often overlooked is his role as a literary figure of the day, something which is demonstrated best in his lyrics. As an active participant in the poetic exchanges that characterize C. S. Lewis's apparent "drab age," Henry challenged the traditional boundaries of his chosen poetic genre; he personalized the English courtly love lyric, and added to it as none had before a dimension of power to the powerless poetic personae he employed in his work. Henry's work, thus, represents a bridge-and subtly marks a turning point-when one considers the development of the English lyric; reflecting the tradition available to Henry, his canon is at the same time suggestive of elements of the coterie tradition in which the early Tudor lyric would see its most fruitful exemplification. H 22v-23r) , "The tyme of youthe is to be spent" (H 28v-29r), "Alac alac what shall I do" (H 35v), "Grene growith the holy" (H 37v-38r), "Whoso that wyll all feattes optayne" (H 39r), "If love now reynyd as it hath bene" (H 48v-49r), "Wherto shuld I expresse" (H 51v-52r), "Thow that men do call it dotage" (H 55v-56r), "Departure is my chef payne" (60v), "Withowt dyscord" (H 68v-69r), "Whoso that wyll for grace sew" (H 84v-85r), and "Lusti yough shuld vs ensue" (H 94v-97r). The contents of this list differs with the transcription of the manuscript given by Stevens, who mistakenly attributes "The thowghtes within my brest" (H 29v-30r) to Henry, though the scribal attribution is to "T. 31. See "Whoso that wyll all feattes optayne" (H 39r), where disdain is characterized as thwarting "all gentyl mynd" (l.4), including the speaker; in "If love now reynyd as it hath bene" (H 48v -49r), the speaker identifies himself with "Nobyll men" (l.3); in "Thow that men do call it dotage" (H 55v-56r), the speaker separates himself from rustics who cannot identify with the virtues of courtly love in stating that "who loue dysdaynyth ys all of the village" (l.14); in "Whoso that wyll for grace sew" (H 84v-85r), the speaker places himself among those who have proficiency in the art of love: "many oone sayth that loue ys yll / but those be thay which can no skyll" (ll.5-6). 37. Consider, also, the situation of "Though sum saith that yough rulyth me" (H 71v-73r) which is attributed to Henry on the basis of its employment of his motto "god and my ryght" (l.3) and line 19, which reads "Thus sayth the king the .viii.th harry." That these words were those of the king would be made unmistakable.
